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The phenotype of individual hematopoietic cells, like all other differentiated mammalian cells, is determined by selective transcription of a subset of the genes encoded within the genome. This overview summarizes the recent evidence that transcriptional regulation at the level of individual cells is best described in terms of the regulation of the probability of transcription rather than the rate. In this model, heterogeneous gene expression among populations of cells arises by chance, and the degree of heterogeneity is a function of the stability of the mRNA and protein products of individual genes. The probabilistic nature of transcriptional regulation provides one explanation for stochastic phenomena, such as stem cell lineage commitment, and monoallelic expression of inducible genes, such as lymphokines and cytokines. (Blood. 2000;96:2323-2328)
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Introduction

Even the simplest organisms are able to modify the expression of certain genes in response to environmental signals such as nutrient levels. In complex multicellular organisms, selective gene expression is absolutely required for cellular differentiation and organogenesis and for homeostasis. Much of this regulation occurs at the level of transcription initiation; transcriptional regulatory proteins bind to the promoters of appropriate target genes and increase or decrease the amount of mRNA that is produced. Transcriptional regulation could be viewed as an analog process, akin to depressing the accelerator on a car, or a digital process, like switching on a light. In either a digital or an analog model, an increase in transcription in a single cell when a stimulus is added might occur as a direct and predictable response to a stimulus or in a probabilistic manner (the stimulus increasing the probability of response within a given time). The language of gene regulation generally assumes an analog model and direct causation; a transcription-activating factor is said to increase the rate of transcription. In this essay, I will present some of the evidence that transcription is actually a digital process, and I will argue that it is more meaningful to talk about the probability and frequency of transcription rather than the rate. In the second half of the essay, I will examine how such a view of transcription can change the way we interpret studies of inducible gene expression, cellular heterogeneity, and lineage determination using hematopoiesis and activation of T cells as examples.

The digital process of transcription initiation

Transcription happens!

In a recent study of transcriptional regulation in macrophages, we used Northern blot analysis to show that the archetypal activator, bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS), increases the level of mRNA encoding a protease inhibitor, plasminogen activator inhibitor type 2 (PAI-2). The amount of detected PAI-2 mRNA in the cell population was a function of LPS concentration over quite a broad range. This increase was shown to result from increased transcription initiation using a nuclear run on transcription assay.1 We concluded that LPS induces PAI-2 mRNA transcription, the implication being that each cell starts transcribing the gene more rapidly. However, using single-cell assays, we showed that the effect of increasing LPS concentration was actually to increase the number of cells with high levels of PAI-2 rather than the level of expression in each and every cell in the population. One might argue that each cell has its intrinsic activation threshold for LPS, but other genes, such as tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α (which is regulated postranscriptionally in the macrophage cell line used), were induced in all the cells. In subpopulations of the macrophage cell line used in these studies, the frequency of expressing cells varied. Hence, PAI-2 mRNA production occurs in a stochastic manner, with a frequency (probability) that is determined by the strength of the LPS signal and the state of the cell. We call this a digital model, because it implies that the transcription apparatus exists in “on” and “off” states and that regulation involves switching between those states.

Biochemical studies of transcription initiation support a digital mechanism. The assembly of the transcription apparatus on a DNA template is unstable on a short time scale. Kadonaga2 showed that the complex transcription apparatus must be reassembled between each “round” of transcription. Reassembly of a preinitiation complex occurred in vitro with a half-time of 3 minutes; thereafter, initiation occurred in seconds. It is important to recognize that the transcription machinery in such in vitro transcription systems is in large excess. Despite this excess, Bral et al3 found that only a small proportion of the templates in the assay were successful in forming...
an active preinitiation complex. They propose that templates partition in a binary manner into active and inactive complexes. In a single cell, with only 2 DNA templates available for each specific gene, the formation of 2 inactive complexes would mean that the transcription of that gene is completely switched off. The question is, how long does it take, within an intact cell, to detach and disassemble a failed complex and try again? The answer may be, quite a long time. The availability of antibodies against active phosphorylated RNA pol II, as well as other transcription factors or approaches to identifying nascent transcripts, has made it possible to localize the sites of transcription in the nucleus.\textsuperscript{4,5} Transcription seems to occur in specific physical structures within the nucleus, referred to as transcription factories.\textsuperscript{4,6} The number of sites of active pol II-mediated transcription in the nucleus was estimated to be approximately 2500.\textsuperscript{4,7} If this is the case, only a subset of protein-encoding genes is likely to be actively transcribed at any time. Aside from restrictions on the absolute availability in numerical terms, there is also evidence for functional compartmentation of transcription, processing and trafficking in the mammalian nucleus (reviewed in\textsuperscript{8}). Both RNA pol II and the splicing and processing factors required for co-transcriptional mRNA processing appear to be concentrated in discrete nuclear domains, sometimes referred to as speckles, of which there may be as few as 20 to 40 per nucleus. Translocation away from those domains is correlated with the activation of transcription.\textsuperscript{9,11} Exactly how a DNA template identifies itself as a target for association with these components is beyond current understanding, but one can imagine the additional constraints on the probability of this event if RNA pol II templates are physically separated from the transcription apparatus. A digital mechanism of transcriptional activation has been confirmed using single-cell imaging technology to study the process of transcription of b-actin, a gene commonly regarded as a control in studies of transcriptional regulation and one of the more abundant mRNAs and proteins in most cells.\textsuperscript{12} Few of the serum-starved fibroblasts were found to be actively transcribing b-actin. The appearance of nascent transcripts on the b-actin alleles was apparently activated in most cells within 5 minutes of serum addition to starved cells, but asynchronously. Once individual actin templates became activated in the serum-starved cells, the number of mRNA molecules per DNA template increased to a peak of 30 per template at 15 minutes, then decayed rapidly because of an abrupt cessation of initiation. At the peak of initiation, approximately 4 transcripts per minute were initiated on individual templates. This is more frequent than one might anticipate from the studies in vitro. One explanation is that once a successful preinitiation complex has been formed, reinitiation occurs with much higher probability. There is evidence that reinitiation can be independently regulated by transcriptional activators.\textsuperscript{13-16}

As an alternative to direct visualization of events on individual templates within the nucleus, several groups have performed single-cell analyses of reporter gene expression. This approach introduces an additional level of complexity, because the relationship between the number of cells with detectable reporter gene product is clearly a function of the stability of the mRNA and protein and of transcriptional activity (see below). We first performed single-cell analyses using the HIV-1-LTR driving lacZ, stably transfected into RAW264 macrophages.\textsuperscript{17} In the absence of the Tat trans-activator, the frequency of strongly lacZ-positive cells was as low as 10\textsuperscript{-5} in cloned stable transfectants. Even assuming a short half-life for lacZ protein and mRNA, this implies that transcription occurs infrequently indeed. In the presence of Tat, the frequency increased to approximately 10\textsuperscript{-2} and was increased still further by macrophage-activating stimuli. Fiering et al\textsuperscript{18} performed a similar study in the human Jurkat T-cell line and found that clonal lines with stably integrated lacZ reporters, driven by the IL-2 promoter or by multimerized cis-acting elements (\textsc{kB}, NFAT-1), gave a bimodal distribution of lacZ activity. Accumulation of transcription factors in the nuclei of activated cells was correlated with transition between the lacZ-expressing and nonexpressing “states.” Ko et al\textsuperscript{19} examined the expression of lacZ driven by steroid hormone-responsive elements and also found a bimodal distribution of reporter gene expression. The most striking example of such stochastic gene expression comes from recent studies using a nuclear lacZ reporter gene in muscle. In multinucleated myotubes the product of this transgene was localized specifically to the nucleus of origin, individual nuclei within a myotube either expressed the gene or did not, and the proportion of positive nuclei varied with differentiation state.\textsuperscript{20}

Evidence that gene expression is best described in terms of probability has also been provided from real-time imaging experiments. White et al\textsuperscript{21} described a system for determining the activity of luciferase reporter genes in transfected HeLa cells. They observed directly that the HIV-1-LTR and cytomegalovirus promoters shuttle on and off in individual cells. Subsequently, Takasuka et al\textsuperscript{22} used the same approach to study the regulation of the prolactin promoter in individual cells from a cloned pituitary cell line. Again, a profound variation without obvious pattern was observed between individual cells responding to stimuli that activate promoter activity.

Hence, a large body of evidence indicates that transcription is a digital process by which individual DNA templates exist in an off state and the likelihood of switching to the on state is regulated. If we accept that premise, we must use a new language to describe transcription. The production of mRNA occurs in pulses. The mean frequency of pulses is the major determinant of mRNA production and is determined by the probability of formation of a preinitiation complex. The average number of mRNA molecules produced in each pulse (which could be referred to mean amplitude of a pulse) is determined by the stability of the preinitiation complex, the probability of formation of a dead-end preinitiation complex in each successive round of reinitiation, or both. The mean amplitude, judging from the studies of b-actin, may be in the order of hundreds of transcripts. Because of the probabilistic basis of the model, this figure should display a normal distribution even among individual variations occurring on one template and could be a target for regulation. Assuming that the powerful b-actin promoter is at the upper end of the spectrum of pulse sizes, an mRNA pulse might be measured in single digits for “weaker” promoters. This model might also be referred to as a quasit model. The distinction between a digital model of transcription and an analog model is conceptually similar to the difference between Newtonian and quantum mechanics, and it offers similar intellectual challenges.

\section*{Regulation of transcription: probabilities multiply!} Broadly speaking, the probability of transcription initiation can be regulated at 2 levels. Sequestration of genes into inactive chromatin, methylation, or other modifications can create a situation in which the gene is not available at all to the basal transcription apparatus (reviewed in\textsuperscript{23}). Such sequestration is itself a stochastic process that is regulated by cis-acting elements in the vicinity of the gene. The effect of regulatory elements on the probability of transcriptional silencing is best demonstrated in the phenomenon of
transgene variegation. In genes that are “open for business,” the preinitiation complex must be assembled, involving TATA-binding protein and numerous accessory proteins that make up the basal transcription machinery. For this to occur the nucleosome structure in the vicinity of the active promoter must be disrupted to allow access, a process that is highly regulated. The discussion above emphasizes the probability of formation of a preinitiation complex as the major determinant of the frequency of transcriptional pulses on DNA templates. Although there is evidence for the regulation of reinitiation by some activators, many studies report that the addition of classical transcriptional activator proteins to an in vitro transcription assay causes transcriptional activation only if they are added before assembly of the preinitiation complex; that is, they modify the probability of the successful formation of such complexes.

The cis-acting elements recognized by transcription factors are commonly grouped in the vicinity of proximal promoters or enhancers. As predicted from the in vitro actions of transcription factors, compound elements such as enhancers act to increase the probability of transcription in intact cells. Within such enhancers, individual DNA-binding proteins may bind to each other and to DNA or may display interdependent binding activities. One relevant example is the complex IL-2 enhancer, where the binding of any cis-acting element abolishes binding of transcription factors to all the other sites. The binding of transcription factors to intact chromatin, as opposed to naked DNA, may, in fact, be inherently cooperative. There is also growing evidence for crucial roles for co-activator (and co-repressor) proteins in linking the binding of transcription activators to their individual response elements to the formation of an active preinitiation complex or reinitiation on the same template. Each of these kinds of interaction can lead to genuine cooperativity or synergism in which transcription does not occur at all unless the entire machinery is available. However, the simple observation that 2 stimuli act multiplicatively is commonly taken as evidence of synergism, with an inferred mechanistic basis (eg, some form of protein–protein interaction). An important corollary of the probabilistic view of transcription is that combinations of independent elements (or signals) generate sigmoidal dose response curves inherently because probabilities multiply. A model of a hypothetical “probability-driven” promoter is presented in Figure 1. Based on our experience with the HIV-1-LTR, a minimal promoter might have an intrinsic probability of transcription of one event in 10⁸ templates per hour. In the model, each enhancer element occupied by a transcription factor produces a 5-fold increase in transcription probability (again, a realistic number based on our own experiences of transcriptional activators). Hence, if any 6 of those elements is occupied (say in response to an extracellular signal), the probability increases 5⁶-fold, so that most cells in the population will produce at least one pulse of transcripts within a 1-hour period. According to the probabilistic model, simple multiplicative actions of combinations of signals at any level in a transcriptional regulatory pathway can actually be taken as evidence against any direct interaction between them.

Biologic implications of transcription probability

Importance of mRNA stability

Each time a cell makes a pulse of a specific mRNA, it accumulates in the cytoplasm and is translated. Eventually the mRNA and protein decay. So, the time between pulses of transcription is characterized by a decay profile. If the mRNA and protein products are stable, the range of expression of individual genes in a population of cells will be small even if the gene is transcribed infrequently. For example, despite the absence of detectable active transcription, the level of β-actin mRNA in serum-starved fibroblasts was estimated at 500 ± 200 molecules per cell, rising to approximately 1500 after a pulse with serum. If the half-life of β-actin mRNA is of the order of 10 hours, only occasional pulses of hundreds of mRNA molecules would be required to maintain that differential in the serum-stimulated steady state. The importance of mRNA stability is illustrated in another study by Kringstein et al. who sought to examine the relation between transcription factor concentration and reporter gene production. The model system involved the use of a tetracycline-inducible system and a green fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter. Addition of activator was found to cause a step-wise dose-dependent increase in expression per cell, when assayed by flow cytometry. Their finding does not argue against an all-or-nothing process of transcriptional activation on single templates. It means simply that the GFP reporter is stable and accumulates in the cell in proportion to the number of rounds of transcription that occur within the time frame studied. Conversely, a much broader distribution of levels of expression, approaching a true bimodality, will be observed if the mRNA and protein products of a gene have half-lives significantly shorter than...
the average time between rounds of transcription. In these circumstances, the level of mRNA and protein in single cells becomes a function of the time that has elapsed since the previous pulse of mRNA. Clearly, the implication is that differential gene expression between “subpopulations” need not reflect some specific specialization; if the gene product has a short half-life, it just happens!

**Stochastic regulation in hematopoiesis**

A major issue in stem/progenitor cell fate determination in hematopoiesis concerns whether regulatory factors “instruct” target cells to commit to particular blood cell lineages or “select” cells that have already chosen a particular path that includes expression of the lineage-restricted receptor. There is a considerable body of evidence implying that lineage decisions in hematopoiesis arise probabilistically and that growth factors act to promote the survival and growth of cells in which the “decision” has already been made. A direct demonstration is found in a transgenic mouse expressing the human granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF)-R, wherein human GM-CSF directed differentiation of a wide range of hematopoietic lineages. This view point does not argue that colony-stimulating factors, or other regulators in the hematopoietic environment, have no function in lineage determination. The key distinction is between direct and predictable causation and the regulation of probability; a specific colony-stimulating factor may (and probably does) influence the likelihood that an individual target cell will follow a particular differentiation pathway.

The digital model of transcriptional regulation implies that individual genes can shuttle on and off in real time. If the gene products of key genes in hematopoietic commitment are unstable and transcribed sufficiently infrequently, then random pulses of mRNA could provide an explanation for heterogeneous expression and stochastic behavior. Stem cell “commitment” might arise through the co-expression, by chance, of combinations of lineage-specific transcription factors and hematopoietic growth factor receptor(s). At any early stage of commitment, any growth factor may suffice because it is the transcription factors that determine the cellular phenotype. Subsequently, the transcription factors will increase the probability of expression of lineage-restricted growth factor receptors (the promoters of which commonly contain binding sites for lineage-restricted transcription factors), further reinforcing the commitment event. Such a mechanism could only operate if most of the genes required for hematopoietic lineages were in open chromatin in stem cells and available for transcription, albeit with relatively low probability. The prediction of such a model is that stem cells and early “committed” progenitor cells would be extremely heterogeneous in gene expression. Iscove’s group developed single-cell–polymerase chain reaction approaches to identify mRNA expression in single cell-cloned hematopoietic progenitor cells. Their data revealed a fundamental randomness to co-expression of lineage-specific genes in specific lineage-committed colony-forming cells. Similarly, Hu et al found evidence of a so-called promiscuous phase of multi-lineage gene expression in which myeloid and erythroid lineage genes, including growth factor receptors, are co-expressed.

The most common assay of the phenomenon of hematopoietic commitment, the soft-agar cloning assay, is obviously binary in nature; hematopoietic growth factors are assayed based on the number of colonies they induce, and colonies are arbitrarily defined in size. A purely probabilistic model based on the chance expression of receptors predicts that the addition of more than one factor will have an additive effect on colony number. Remarkable cocktails of factors (IL-1, IL-3, IL-6, SCF, GM-CSF, CSF-1, and so on) are indeed added to colony assays to maximize the number of colonies formed. Recently, McKinstry et al examined directly the expression on sorted hematopoietic stem/progenitor cell pools of receptors for a wide range of such factors. As predicted, they observe considerable heterogeneity in the percentage of cells labeled and the number of receptors per cell. They propose to determine whether such subpopulations have distinctive functional properties. If the subpopulations are “snapshots” of co-expression of certain genes arising by chance, such an approach may not be productive.

**Inducible gene expression in lymphocytes**

Several of the reporter genes discussed in the first section represent models of highly inducible genes. Differentiated cell types must maintain such genes in open chromatin but only express the gene product in response to an appropriate external stimulus. In response to that stimulus, they must rapidly increase the probability of transcription of the gene. One well-studied example of inducible gene regulation occurs in stimulated T lymphocytes. Activated T cells produce numerous different lymphokines. The prevailing paradigm is that subsets of activated T cells, termed Th1 and Th2 cells, produce different sets of lymphokines that polarize the immune response toward cell-mediated or humoral effector mechanisms, respectively. There has been a concerted effort to identify markers that define the Th1 and Th2 subsets of cells. Of course, the tendency for 2 genes to be co-expressed, at both a single cell and a population level, can be greater than the product of 2 transcription probabilities. IL-4 and other Th2 lymphokines will be more likely to be produced together than predicted by chance if the genes that encode them share cis-acting elements. The drive toward co-expression can be amplified if the products of one gene, such as IL-4, activate signaling pathways that increase the probability of expression of other Th2-associated genes. Nevertheless, single-cell analysis has provided no evidence to support an absolute Th1/Th2 dichotomy. In fact, in studies of T cells activated in a T-cell receptor transgenic mouse, co-expression of any 2 lymphokine genes by individual T cells appeared to be the exception. Bucy et al noted that during the development of so-called Th0 cell clones from such mice, each cytokine mRNA exhibited its own characteristic expression profile, and the major effect of increasing antigen dose was to “recruit” additional mRNA-expressing cells. Even in model systems in which stimuli were chosen to polarize the T-cell response selectively in the Th1 or Th2 direction, and in which selective cytokine production was demonstrable at the population level, single-cell mRNA analysis revealed that each gene is expressed with its own independent probability. If this heterogeneity simply reflects the probability of assembly of inducible genes in active chromatin or assembly of the transcription complex once this has occurred, there is an obvious corollary. Unless the probability is very high, only one allele of any gene is likely to be transcribed in any one cell. Indeed, that prediction has recently been confirmed with the finding that inducible IL-2 and IL-4 production can be monoallelic in individual T cells. Similarly, in transgenic mice in which 1 allele of the IL-2 gene was replaced with a GFP reporter gene by homologous recombination, only a subset of individual activated T cells expresses the GFP reporter. Bix and Locksley confirmed the prediction that the pattern is random by identifying both bi-allelic and monoallelic expression of IL-4 among CD4-positive T-cell clones.

I predict that the availability of probes that distinguish the mRNA products of each allele in heterozygous individuals will show monoallelic expression to be a general phenomenon in inducible genes that has nothing to do with specific regulation. An interesting consequence of monoallelic expression arises when one
of the alleles is dysfunctional. The phenomenon of haploinsufficiency in genetic disease is generally considered to reflect a situation in which 50% of the normal level of gene product is insufficient to carry out normal function. Others have recognized\(^70\)\(^\text{-}^79\) that at a single-cell level, haploinsufficiency can mean complete insufficiency if the active allele is sequestered into inactive chromatin, or if the gene product is relatively unstable and the gaps between rounds of transcription are extended.

How does biology cope with transcriptional uncertainty?

Because transcriptional regulation is a process that underlies every aspect of eukaryotic biology and development, an acceptance of probabilistic basis for the process begs questions as to how order of any kind can be achieved. As noted by McAdams and Arkin,\(^69\)\(^\text{-}^70\) stochastic patterns of gene expression can produce predictable outcomes with respect to particular alternative pathways. The uncertainty of transcription in eukaryotes is partly overcome by having 2 alleles at each locus and by the redundancy that seems particularly prevalent among transcription regulatory proteins in higher organisms. It is also overcome by having self-amplifying autocrine loops that are remarkably prevalent in systems such as the activation of macrophage cytokine production.\(^70\)\(^\text{-}^72\) The certainty of activation of the gene in Figure 1 becomes much greater if each of the transcription factors also increases the probability of binding of the others (by protein–protein mechanisms or by increasing the probability of expression of other transcription factor genes) and if the gene product acts through autocrine/paracrine mechanisms to increase the frequency of activation of other alleles of the same gene. Finally, in real promoters, the number of transcription control elements can be remarkable. For example, in the inducible urokinase plasminogen activator gene in macrophages, we have described highly conserved transcription control elements extending up to 8 kb cis of the transcription start site.\(^71\)\(^\text{-}^72\) If it simply had to be transcribed, the model gene in Figure 1 could have 20 control elements, so that occupation of any 10 of them would make transcription a certainty in biologic time.

Uncertainty could have its advantages. For example, if the mRNA and protein encoding a specific cell surface receptor is unstable, the level of receptor on each cell in the population will be heterogeneous. If a particular biologic response occurs in response to threshold level of occupied receptor, the number of responding cells will increase with agonist concentration. At another level, if the receptor interaction gives a quantitative signal, the fact that each gene will have its own unique transcription probability dictated by the cis-acting elements it contains will dictate that each gene have its own unique dose-response curve to agonist. There are numerous examples in developmental biology that show concentration-dependent cell activation is required to allow a cell to determine its position in a gradient of a diffusible regulator. One example from cytokine regulation is the induction of TNF-\(\alpha\) by LPS. A recent study used flow cytometry to demonstrate that the increase in cytokine production in blood monocytes treated with increasing doses of LPS is mainly caused by an increase in the number of cells responding.\(^73\)\(^\text{-}^74\) We have reported that acute down-modulation of the CSF-1 receptor from the macrophage surface by macrophage activators is also all-or-nothing and that dose-response curves reflect the number of cells responding.\(^74\)\(^\text{-}^75\) In a separate study we found that individual target genes are each induced by different doses of LPS and with different time courses in both primary macrophages and a macrophage cell line.\(^1\) Random gene expression in cells of the innate and acquired immune systems could yield an extraordinary repertoire of potential effector cells to deal with every possible pathogen.

Conclusion

I have argued that transcription initiation in higher eukaryotes occurs with a relatively low frequency in biologic time and that the process is regulated in a probabilistic manner. In this model, the stability of the mRNA and protein products of a gene becomes crucially important. Some predictions of this model have been confirmed in hematopoietic cells; wherever single-cell (or single-allele) analysis is performed, the expression of each gene is seen to be regulated stochastically. The model changes the way we interpret the heterogeneity of cells in hematopoietic/immune systems. It may provide an explanation for the remarkable plasticity of stem cells,\(^75\) which is one of the most exciting areas of current biology.
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